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Trigger Warning & Disclaimer:
This presentation features propaganda from both Axis 
and Allied powers during World War II including Nazi 

Germany. The views expressed in this propaganda are 
not the views of presenters. While none of the images 
are “inappropriate” for individuals younger than 18, the 

nature of the imagery may be difficult for some viewers 
regardless of age. Viewer discretion is advised.



PRESENTATION OUTLINE

1. Project Development
2. Teaching the Visual 

Literacy Conventions
3. Teaching World War II 

Literature
4. Reflection – Teacher & 

Students
5. Q&A

“Loose Lips Might Sink Ships” Office for Emergency Management, Office of War 
Information, Domestic Operations Branch, Bureau of Special Services, 3/9/1943-
9/15/1945. National Archives and Records Administration (ARC Identifier 513543).



Project Development

“We Can Do It!” J. Howard Miller, War Production Coordinating 
Committee, 1943. WWI & WWII Propaganda Posters Website, 

University of California, San Diego.



World Literature Curriculum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This unit was part of the World Literature curriculum. In the adopted curriculum, the first semester focused on classical, ancient world literature that are often part of the literature canon, such as The Epic of Gilgamesh, The Odyssey, Beowulf, Machiavelli’s the Prince, The Collected Works of William Shakespeare, and so on. 



World Literature Curriculum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second semester dealt with the literature of the two world wars. There was a unit on World War I poetry and World War II literature. The World War II literature unit focused primarily on reading memoirs, history text books, and print based propaganda.



Issues with Teaching World War II

"Flag raising on Iwo Jima." Joe Rosenthal, Associated Press, 
February 23, 1945. National Archives and Records Administration 

(ARC Identifier: 520748).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I had taught the World Literature class and the World War II unit during my first two years at this school. Both times, I encountered difficulty with the unit for a variety of reasons. First, there was a lack of primary sources in the adopted curriculum. Other than one propaganda article and Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl, everything students read during the unit was about World War II rather than from World War II. 



Issues with Teaching World War II

"Flag raising on Iwo Jima." Joe Rosenthal, Associated Press, 
February 23, 1945. National Archives and Records Administration 

(ARC Identifier: 520748).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second, students repeatedly had difficulty understanding how German citizens became complicit in the Holocaust. They frequently asked how anyone could have believed Hitler, or claimed that they never would have participated in the Holocaust if they had lived in Germany during the war. 



Issues with Teaching World War II

“Die Front.” Axis and Allies.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thirdly, while propaganda was included in the adopted curriculum, the propaganda was text based which I felt was a failure of the curriculum because so much of the iconic propaganda that we are familiar with is visual. 



Issues with Teaching World War II

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, the students in previous year complained that the content was boring.



Photographs

Revamping the Curriculum

"Flag raising on Iwo Jima." Joe Rosenthal, Associated Press, 
February 23, 1945. National Archives and Records Administration 

(ARC Identifier: 520748).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In re-designing or re-vamping the curriculum to address these concerns, I knew I wanted to include or extend the use of certain media. I wanted to bring in more primary sources including photography because I felt that seeing the events of World War II might make it feel more real to students.



Revamping the Curriculum

Propaganda

“Production – America’s Answer!” Jean Carlu, Office for Emergency 
Management, 1942. WWI & WWII Propaganda Posters Website, 

University of California, San Diego.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another primary source I wanted to include more in the curriculum was visual propaganda. There are many famous propaganda posters that are still part of contemporary popular culture like the Uncle Sam “I Want You” poster, and the “Keep Calm and Carry On” poster from Britain which were not included in the adopted curriculum. I thought that these posters, as well as the propaganda posters circulated by the Nazi Party in Germany would help students get a sense of the climate in which citizens in various countries were living. I hoped this might help them understand why so many German citizens were complicit in the Holocaust.



Comic Books

Revamping the Curriculum

“Action Comics Vol. 1 Issue 44.” Fred Ray, Cover Artist, January, 
1942.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another primary source I thought would be interesting to include in the curriculum was comic books. In a moment of serendipity, I watched a video from another Comicon where the speaker talked exclusively about propaganda and social issues in comic books. In terms of World War II, comic books had a surge of popularity during the war because soldiers often read them. However, they were also used as a form of propaganda to promote certain messages about enemy combatants especially in the United States. 



Memoirs

Revamping the Curriculum

Spiegelman, A. (1997). Maus: My father bleeds history. Pantheon 
Books.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also wanted to continue to include memoirs and personal accounts of individuals who lived during World War II. Since students had expressed boredom when reading Anne Frank and Night, I decided to use Maus: A Survivor’s Tale by Art Spiegelman, a Pulitzer Prize winning graphic novel that details the experiences of Spiegelman’s father during the war. In previous years, a few students had read the graphic novel independently and really enjoyed it. I thought perhaps this enjoyment might carry over to the whole class.



Revamping the Curriculum

Curriculum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, the new curriculum was almost exclusively visual. At the time, I was pursuing my Masters degree in Education at Arizona State University, and was enrolled in a Children’s Literature course where I was learning about visual literacy. Again, a moment of serendipity. Frank was my professor in that class and encouraged me to use the strategies and knowledge I was learning in his class in my instruction. 



Teaching Visual Literacy

“”Get Hot, Keep Moving – Don’t Waste a Precious Minute.”WWI & 
WWII Propaganda Posters Website, University of California, San 

Diego.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, so it is important to explain that we didn’t jump into the World War II Literature unit right away. Instead, we started by teaching students visual literacy skills.



Scaffolding Instruction

Picturebooks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We started by reading picturebooks, specifically wordless picturebooks, because these texts resembled graphic novels and comic books and relied on many of the same design conventions.



Scaffolding Instruction

Picturebooks
Comic Books

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After working with picturebooks, students read and analyzed sections of comic books and graphic novels in small groups and on their own. At this stage, the comic books and graphic novels did not specifically focus on World War II.



Scaffolding Instruction

Picturebooks
Comic Books

World War II

“SCRAP.” Office for Emergency Management, Office of War Time 
Information, Domestic Operations Branch, Bureau of Special 

Services, 3/9/1943-9/15/1945. (ARS 515359)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It wasn’t until students were comfortable reading and analyzing graphic novels and comic books that we moved into the World War II Literature unit. We will talk about teaching the World War II Literature unit in a moment, but first, I wanted to show you how we taught visual literacy before that.



Picturebooks

Wordless 
Picturebooks

Comparing Summaries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like I said earlier, we started by reading wordless picturebooks. We did this for two reasons. First, wordless picturebooks look and function a lot like comics books and graphic novels do. They rely on panels and gutters just like comics. Multiple images or panels appear on a page and the reader has to engage with them in sequence to put the story together. Second, wordless picturebooks, as their name implies, do not include a lot of words. This was important because I wanted students to pay attention to the images. About half the class had read a graphic novel version of Farhenheit 451 in another course I taught, and during that class, they tended to pay more attention to the words than the images, often over-looking important information.



Picturebooks

Wordless 
Picturebooks

Comparing Summaries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While reading the wordless picturebooks, we did several activities to familiarize students with how visual sequencing art worked. Students summarized the picturebooks and compared their summaries. Doing this helped students see that their interpretations were relatively similar. However, the differences in interpretation showed students how they drawing conclusions about the text. One book, A Ball for Daisy, caused a pretty big argument because students couldn’t agree whether or not a dog’s owner threw or kicked a ball over the fence. One student kept saying that the book showed it to the reader when it didn’t actually show the exact movement that sent the ball over the fence. Juan eventually shouted that he “knew” that it was kicked because that what you would do at a park. Through discussion, students came to realize that they were making inferences about what happened because the event wasn’t actually pictured in the book.



A Ball for Daisy

“A Ball for Daisy.” Chris Raschka, 2011.



Picturebooks

Wordless 
Picturebooks

Comparing Summaries

Design Feature Charts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students used the wordless picturebooks to develop lists of design features. We put these lists on posters and used them to guide the rest of the visual literacy instruction.



Picturebooks

Wordless 
Picturebooks

Comparing Summaries

Design Feature Charts

Feature Sorting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For many of the design features, we found and sorted different examples of the features. For example, students sorted panels into different categories based on size, composition, and focus. Then, they figured out what each category did for the narrative. What did a large panel do that a small panel didn’t? When were close-ups used instead of long shots or far away shots?



Comic Books

Convention 
Posters

Explanations of 
Functions

Identification & 
Analysis

Reconstruction 
of Comics

Drawing 
Comics

Student 
Directed 
Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once students seemed to have the picturebooks handled, we moved onto comic books and graphic novels. We did similar activities when we first started reading these including creating posters of the different conventions.



Comic Books

Convention 
Posters

Explanations of 
Functions

Identification & 
Analysis

Reconstruction 
of Comics

Drawing 
Comics

Student 
Directed 
Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to sorting the different conventions or design features, students also explained how the feature was functioning in the texts they were reading. Here is an example of a poster about Gutters—the white space between the panels—and this is an example of Brittany explaining how the panels move from subject-to-subject to create tension between the characters.



Comic Books

Convention 
Posters

Explanations of 
Functions

Identification & 
Analysis

Reconstruction 
of Comics

Drawing 
Comics

Student 
Directed 
Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students analyzed small sections of graphic novels by identifying conventions and explaining how they worked to help move the story forward. 



Comic Books

Convention 
Posters

Explanations of 
Functions

Identification & 
Analysis

Reconstruction 
of Comics

Drawing 
Comics

Student 
Directed 
Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They also reconstructed comics. I cut up different comics strips and sections of The Arrival by Shawn Tan, which is a wordless graphic novel, and students pieced them back together. Sometimes they reconstructions would look a lot like the original which, I think, showed them how strong a narrative sequence can be despite not having any words. In other cases, they created very different narratives. Aaron went so far as cut out animal faces from certain panels and glue them to human faces so he could change the genre. It was very Twilight Zone.  When students read the creations of other students, their interpretations were often different from what the other students intended. This seemed to show kids that there couldn’t be too large of a gap between panels to maintain the narrative.



Comic Books

Convention 
Posters

Explanations of 
Functions

Identification & 
Analysis

Reconstruction 
of Comics

Drawing 
Comics

Student 
Directed 
Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is something powerful about writing or creating your own work to show you how these any text works, so students also drew their own comics and explained the design choices they made. This is an example of one of Brittany’s.



Comic Books

Convention 
Posters

Explanations of 
Functions

Identification & 
Analysis

Reconstruction 
of Comics

Drawing 
Comics

Student 
Directed 
Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, students completed a self-directed project where they selected a graphic novel they were interested in, read it over the course of two weeks, and analyzed an 8 to 12 page section of their choice. Students did really well on this project, and were incredibly insightful about the narratives and the design features used to tell those stories. Juan read a graphic novel version of The Odyssey, and did an amazing job with his analysis.



The Odyssey

“The Odyssey.” Gareth Hinds. 2010.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is one student’s analysis:



The Odyssey

“The Odyssey.” Gareth Hinds. 2010.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this image, he explained that he felt the author/illustrator made the boat small in large frame to show how much bigger the ocean is than Odysseus' raft.  It makes him look weak and the ocean more powerful.  The horizontal vector that he highlights with the highlighter tape was seen as separating Odysseus from the Island he had been living on - like a fresh start/leaving your past behind, sort of thing, but he got hung up on the vertical vector vs. horizontal vector.  He identified the whole panel as a landscape which he thought was appropriate because we were seeing the landscape of the ocean.  He thought the blues might be trying to make the viewer feel sad because Odysseus is leaving the woman he loved behind.  Finally, he noted while the boat was close to center, it was sailing off toward the left as Odysseus once again heads out on a mysterious, unknown adventure.



“Namor: The Sub-Mariner.” Jack Kirby. Peerless Power Blogspot.

Teaching WWII Literature



World War II Literature Curriculum

• Comic Books• Memoirs

• Propaganda• Photographs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the student directed project, I felt students were ready to move into the World War II Literature unit. Remember that this unit became primarily visual including photographs, propaganda, comic books, and memoirs.



Maus: A Survivor’s Tale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The memoir, Maus: A Survivor’s tale, became the central text of the unit. As students read, they kept track of things that they Noticed in the book, things that they Wondered about the book, and things that they Connected to in the book. This NWC—Noticing, Wondering, Connecting chart—utilized fairly common reading strategies.



Maus: A Survivor’s Tale

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, students also identified visual design features and conventions of comics while they read. I had them do this because I didn’t want them to loose all those visual literacy skills they learned earlier. 



Maus: A Survivor’s Tale

“MAUS: A Survivor’s Tale.” Art Spiegelman. 1986.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eventually, we dropped the chart version of the NWC in favor of color coded sticky notes. This proved to work better because the sticky notes could be placed directly on the panel students were writing about which made it easier to reference during discussion.At first, students’ analysis and discussion of Maus was limited. However, the further into the unit we got, students became more familiar with the graphic novel and the historical context of World War II. The more information they had, the better their analyzes became.



Maus: A Survivor’s Tale

“MAUS: A Survivor’s Tale.” Art Spiegelman. 1986.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This page in particular proved interesting.



Maus: A Survivor’s Tale

“MAUS: A Survivor’s Tale.” Art Spiegelman. 1986.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One student pointed out the shape of the streets as resembling the Nazi sign. He said that the symbol sort of covers the whole country (the bigger the size of an image the more important it is). The two characters can go, but everywhere they go is still controlled by the Nazis. They are walking into a new, unknown, and dangerous world (composition zone right). He also mentioned that the road points them in that direction (the vector points in the direction of the left) where new and unknown things happen.



Photographic Timeline

“Hitler accepts the ovation of the Reichstag after announcing the ‘peaceful’ 
acquisition of Austria. It set the stage to annex the Czechoslovakian Sudetenland, 
largely inhabited by a German-speaking population. Berlin, March 1938” Office for 
Emergency Management, Office of War Information, Overseas Operation Branch, 

New York Office, News and Features Bureau. 12/17/1942=9/15/1945. 535792.

“A Frenchman weeps as German soldiers march into the French capitol, Paris, on 
June 14, 1940, after the Allied armies had been driven back across France.” Office 

for Emergency Management, Office of War Information, Overseas Operation 
Branch, New York Office, News and Features Bureau. 12/17/1942-9/15/1945. 

535892.

“Some of the bodies being removed by German civilians for decent burial at 
Gusen Concentration Camp, Muhlhausen, near Linz, Austria. Men were worked 

in nearby stone quarries until too weak for more, then killed.” Department of 
Defense, Department of the Army, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Operations, U.S. Army Audiovisual Center. ca.. 1974-5/15/1984. 531275.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we read Maus, I also gave historical context lectures using a photographic time line. I aligned the time period of the lecture to the time period being covered by the chapter we were reading in Maus. So, for example, if the chapter was set in 1939, then we talked about 1939 using the photographic timeline. Students began to relate the history we covering to their analysis of Maus. They also used the historical context in their readings and analyzes of propaganda from the time period.



Propaganda of the World

“Mjolnir.” Hans Schwietzer. 1928. German 
Propaganda Archive. Calvin College.

“National Socialism: The Organized Will of 
the Nation.” Mjolnir.. German Propaganda 

Archive. Calvin College.

“The People Vote for List 1:The National 
Socialists.” 1932. German Propaganda 

Archive. Calvin College.

“Work and Food.” 1932.. German 
Propaganda Archive. Calvin College.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with the photographs, I also showed students propaganda from the year in question. So again, if the chapter in Maus took place during 1939, the photographic timeline was set in 1939, and the propaganda shown to students would have circulated in 1939.



Analyzing Propaganda

Students’ Written Comments
• Symbol: [Eagle] Because eagles 

have the freedom to fly whenever. 
Chains because they’re trapped. 

• Color: The darkness represents 
sadness and gloom while the bright 
red represents the light that can be 
found in the dark. 

• Close Up: The picture is closed in on 
the eagle which shows the eagle has 
freedom to fly just like the people 
who will join the Nazi party.

“Germany’s Liberation.” 1924. German Propaganda Archive. Calvin 
College.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students would select a propaganda poster from the time period to analyze with a group of three or four students.



Analyzing Propaganda

Students’ Written Comments
• Horizontal Vector: The reflecting 

lines from the Nazi party are 
connecting to the eagle showing 
that you should go into the Nazi 
party to be connected with the 
revolution. 

• Salience: The Nazi symbol is facing 
the viewer which is grabbing your 
attention that the Nazis are the shiny 
new group to join. 

• Composition Zone-Left: The Nazi 
logo is on the left indicating that they 
provide the safety that people need. 

“Germany’s Liberation.” 1924. German Propaganda Archive. Calvin 
College.



Analyzing Propaganda

Students’ Oral Comments

• “…chains mean being trapped, or in 
prison… [the Germans] were held 
back because of [WWI].” 

• “[The Germans] would have wanted 
anything that would make their 
situation better. The poster tells 
them that the Nazi party will be the 
way to getting better. See the eagle 
looks at the Nazi symbol. He knows.” 

“Germany’s Liberation.” 1924. German Propaganda Archive. Calvin 
College.



The Challenge of Comic Books

“Action Comics Vol. 1 Issue 44.” Fred Ray, Cover 
Artist, January, 1942.

“Vica au Paradis de I’U.R.S. S.” Vincent Krassousky. 
Duke University Libraries. “”Master Comics.” Issue 29. August 1, 1942.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I originally planned the unit, I intended to have students read comic books from World War II as we read through Maus in the same way that the photographs and propaganda were used. So, when the chapter in Maus takes place in 1939, students would read a comic book or a portion of a comic book published in 1939. This proved to be more difficult than expected. For one thing, we quickly ran out of time, mainly because we spent so much time front loading with the visual literacy instruction. For another, the texts turned out to be difficult to get a hold of. There is not an archive of historical comics for teachers to access. You can find images through a Google image search but they don’t necessarily have all of the images from a particular issue, so finding a complete sequence was difficult. Also, many of the images online were of poor quality and could not be copied clearly for classroom use. Eventually, I found a series of reprinted comics—Marvel Masterworks—but I was only to order the appropriate Sub-Mariner collection in time to function as a culminating activity at the end of the unit.



Bringing it all together – The Sub-mariner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the end of the unit, students selected one of two issues from the Sub-Mariner reprints—either issue 1 or issue 2. They analyzed these comics and presented their analyzes to the class as part of a required final exam.



Sub-Mariner Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of one students analysis for Page 1: Close Personal Distance - the sub-mariner is trying to egect the nazis out of his personal distance (the hero is not trying to hug the guy he is trying to defeat him)  - the message is Fight Back! Composition Top - the nazi flag might be above the hero but the title "the sub-mariner" is above everything showing that sub-mariner is going to be important. Composition Right - the hero is on the right to show the unknown/what might happen next & it gets us to buy the comic



Sub-Mariner Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another student’s analysisPanel 1: Worms Eye - shows the nazis in a meeting; the worms eye view is used to show how the Germans are "superior" to us as they are higher up in the panel; putting them higher up in the panel indicates their supposed superiority and their "right" to control the world. Panel 2: Birds eye - shows a subaquatic terrain map on the nazis' meeting table; this over look of the map indicates that they are panning an attack on the underwater peoples, which further indicates their desire to dominate the world
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